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Medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) challenge our perception of illness. As a consequence, a MUS-patient’s legitimised entry into the sick role, as defined by Parsons, poses a problem for physicians and patients alike. The encounter between patients with MUS and physicians therefore can be frustrating for both parties. The present study is a single case analysis of such an encounter in primary care. Using the microanalytical method of conversation analysis, this study aims to provide a contextualised description of both the patient’s and the physician’s different orientations to the purpose of the encounter. This approach locates the source of the frustration in the participants’ incompatible interactional projects. The patient is oriented towards the emotional and life world aspects of her situation. She is pursuing recognition, not only of the destructive effect that the symptoms have on all aspects of her life, but also of herself as a morally sound person. The physician, on the contrary, is oriented towards avoiding to psychologise the patient and keeping the focus on reaching an agreement about future clinical action. The physician uses ancillary questions to refocus the emotionally loaded contributions from the patient and maintain structured progression. Consequently, physician
and patient are talking at cross purposes, and it is argued that this is a structurally facilitated pitfall of the conventional format of primary care visits that physicians are trained to adhere to.

Background

Medically unexplained symptoms (MUS) is one of several terms used for »[c]onditions where the patient complains of physical symptoms that cause excessive worry or discomfort or lead the patient to seek treatment but for which no adequate organ pathology or pathophysiological basis can be found.“ (Fink et al 2002, p. 99). Patients with MUS are often experienced as complex and difficult to treat by the general practitioner (GP). Descriptions such as “difficult” (Clements et al 1980), “heartsink” (O’Dowd 1988) or “frustrating” (Wileman et al 2002) reflect the GPs’ experience of powerlessness (Wileman et al 2002; Salmon et al 2005), inability, and dissatisfaction (Hartz et al 2000; Reid et al 2001) when dealing with this group of patients. The patients on their side, as they have no clinical or physical evidence of their suffering to show, report the experience of being stigmatised in the health care system and socially: Their credibility is undermined, and as a consequence their moral standards are called into question (Ware 1992; Åsbring & Närvänen 2002; Werner et al 2004). Negative clinical findings commonly invite the interpretation, also by physicians, that the symptoms are caused by some psychological disturbance (Reid et al 2001). Thus, equally important is the experience of delegitimation that comes from being »psychologised« by physicians unable to provide a biomedical explanation and therefore resorting to a simplistic dualistic model of illness (Ware 1992; Åsbring & Närvänen 2002; Rosendal et al 2005; Burbaum et al 2010). In their encounters with health practitioners, as a consequence, patients report putting an effort into being perceived as credible, i.e. as mentally balanced, but somatically ill, by not appearing “too strong or too weak, too healthy or too sick, or too smart or disarranged” (Werner & Malterud 2003, p. 1414). At the same time, many patients with MUS do not dismiss a psychological component to their symptoms (Peters et al 2009). Thus, MUS-patients have been found to want comparatively more “emotional support” than other patients (Salmon et al 2005) and furthermore to give clues for the physician to pursue a more psychosocial line of talk (Salmon et al 2004).

The physician, thus, has to walk a fine line in the interaction with the patient with MUS. In order to provide high quality care for these patients while at the same time gaining their confidence, the GP has to operate at the intersection of
several opposing pressures. Observing the specialist consensus on optimal management of MUS, the GP has to avoid embarking on the “somatic path” of investigation and treatment *ad infinitum* and instead attempt to reframe and reattribute the patient’s understanding of the symptoms (Goldberg et al 1989; Mayou 1991; Fink et al 2002). The pitfall of such reframing is the danger of adopting – or being *heard* by the patient to have adopted - a unidirectional mind-to-body-model of somatisation of the unexplained physical symptoms (Burton 2003). In sum, and at the risk of oversimplifying, the GP must take serious the medically unexplained symptoms without making use of the usual somatic interventions, and at the same time provide emotional support without psychologising.

**Theoretical prerequisites**

Pertinent to the above described difficulties of both patients and physicians in the encounter about MUS, is the problem of *legitimacy*, i.e. of being recognised as being legitimately ill. This problem was initially formulated by Parsons and crystallised in the now well-known concept of »the sick role« (1951). Taking his point of departure in a capitalist moral economy, Parsons perceived of illness as a dysfunctional disturbance in both a biological and a social sense - the latter because it prevents a person from contributing to the common good (Parsons 1951, p. 430). The sick role, however, is a provision to protect the sick individual in that it “enables conformity within the deviance of illness” (Varul 2010, p. 76) through a set of normative rights and corresponding obligations. Entering the sick role, an individual thus has the right to exemption from normal social duties, e.g. work, but at the same time must resist to take advantage of any “secondary gains”, social, emotional and economic, to be had from the sick role. In order to be perceived as innocent on this account, the individual is obliged to not in any way see the sick role as desirable, but to seek technically competent help and cooperate with this help in order to re-enter one’s normal role in society (Parsons 1951, p. 437). Providing legitimate entry into the sick role is the privilege of physicians, who have “a gatekeeper function that is justified with reference to the medical profession’s ability to identify objective biological or pathological findings, that is, signs of disease” (Glenton 2003, p. 2244). The absence of pathological signs, as in the case of MUS and other, mainly subjectively experienced illness, therefore means that legitimised entry into the sick role poses a problem for physicians and patients alike, as documented in a number of the above quoted articles. Although Parsons’ model was quickly dismissed as applying only to major, acute physical illness (see e.g. Szasz & Hollender 1956;
Gallagher 1976), more recent articles have restored its relevance also for chronic illnesses (Glenton 2003; Varul 2010) and for MUS (Mik-Meyer & Obling 2012), first and foremost because the “moral economy” that pertains to health and illness in Western, capitalist societies is essentially unchanged since its conception.

In the present study the Parsonian concept of the sick role was also found to be highly applicable, as it was clearly traceable in the displayed orientations of the participants to the analysed interaction. The analyses presented below thus exemplify how the question of being legitimately ill and the obligations that this entails is a very real issue with implications for the way in which patients present their problem and themselves in the medical encounter.

Of central importance for the analyses presented below is furthermore the issue of empathic communication in health care communication. In this area of research the focus has traditionally been on the identification of patients' displays of or cues to emotion as opportunities for giving recognition, displaying understanding and facilitating talk about underlying worries, problems etc. (Branch & Malik, 1993; Suchman et al 1997; Zimmerman et al 2011). Not only does empathically responding to patients' emotional experiences serve a basic humane function, but it has also been found to be beneficial for a range of medically relevant purposes, e.g. for enhancing illness coping (Zachariae et al 2003) and satisfaction (Uitterhove et al 2009) and for reducing anxiety (Butow et al 2002). Other, mainly conversation analytic, work has focused on the interactionally instrumental functions of responding empathically. Beach & Dixson (2001), in the context of medical history taking, thus describe how formulations of understanding can work as a means to both invite, but also to avoid, further talk on emotionally loaded subjects. Rurusuvuori (2007) demonstrates how displays of affiliation by health professionals can serve as sequence-closing devices that return the talk to the health problem under consideration. This line of work points to an important and inbuilt tension in medical encounters, namely that of attending to the medical problem under consideration while at the same time attending to the emotional dimensions thereof. This tension, however, is not restricted to medical encounters, but is a tension that underlies all conversational activity which involves the telling of a trouble, as has been described by Jefferson & Lee (1981). In the context of ordinary conversation among friends, Jefferson & Lee (1981) observe how the proffering of advice in response to someone having told a trouble is often met with rejection by the teller of the trouble, whereas this is not the case in professional-client interaction, i.e. in »service encounters«. This is a consequence of the different sets of interactional roles that the telling of a trouble sets up for the participants, as these sets of roles
are primarily, but not exclusively, tied to the context in which the troubles-telling activity unfolds. In ordinary conversation, a troubles-telling entails the roles of troubles-teller and troubles-recipient. As shown by Jefferson & Lee, the incumbency of these roles entails respectively exposing the trouble and listening to the trouble in a way that first and foremost focuses on the ›teller and his experiences‹ (1981, p. 411), and furthermore makes relevant a certain degree of emotional reciprocity (Jefferson & Lee 1981) from the troubles-recipient. This contrasts with the roles and orientations tied to the service encounter, in which the relevant roles of the participants are ›advice-seeker‹ and ›advice-giver‹. In this context, therefore, the common focus is on the problem and its properties, not on the emotional aspects of the problem. However, participants to a troubles-telling, be it in an everyday or institutional setting, may orient differently to the activity and as a consequence take on incongruent roles and thereby produce misalignment. The data analyses that are presented in this article will pay close attention to the concrete interactional features that can result in such a misalignment.

Objective

So far, the bulk of research on patients with MUS and their communication with physicians has taken the form of either qualitative interviews, or coding and subsequent quantification of utterances into categories with no regard for the local context in which they were produced and obtained their meaning. This single case analysis, however, adopts a contextually sensitive perspective on the verbal contributions by both participants with a focus on the interaction between them. By providing a series of close-up images of a complex and delicate communicative situation, this interactional perspective can nuance and enrich our understanding of the set of problems we know to be inherent in the encounter between the general practitioner and patients with MUS.
Method

Data

The consultation analysed is one of a corpus of 197 video recordings of consultations between 10 Danish GPs, recorded from October 2009 to November 2010. The GPs filled out a short questionnaire immediately after each consultation, classifying the patients’ health problems. The present patient was categorised by her GP as having medically unexplained symptoms, dominated by physical pain and discomfort. The video was subsequently examined by Emma Rehfeld who in her capacity as a specialist in patients with MUS corroborated this evaluation and furthermore pointed out that core features of the patient’s illness situation, i.e. the mistrust of the health care system and co-morbid health anxiety (elaborated below), are common among patients with severe medically unexplained symptoms. These characteristics add to the complexity of the case.

Ethics

The project has been registered with the Danish Data Protection Agency. Written consent was obtained from the patient, and she was informed, orally and in writing, that she could withdraw her consent anytime. Names and other material that could identify the participating individuals have been anonymised in text and transcripts.

Method of Analysis

The interaction is approached using the methodology of conversation analysis (CA) (Sidnell 2010). An inherent part of the CA methodology involves the production of detailed transcripts of the interaction to be studied, including temporal (e.g. pauses, overlapping talk) and qualitative features (e.g. volume, pitch, speed etc.) of the talk (Jefferson 2004). For an outline of the CA transcription conventions see appendix. While seeing interaction as actions performed by the interactants through verbal and embodied resources, CA concerns itself with how the participants display their perception of the relevant features of the setting and of the participants themselves. This is manifested not only on the lexical, grammatical, and turn-constructional level, but also on the level of turn-taking and sequential
organisation. The performing of an action is seen as done in a contextually sen-
sitive manner, the detailed analysis of which will enhance our understanding of
what is at stake for the participants then and there. Rather than isolating and qu-
antifying individual turns at talk, CA is interested in the participant perspective
that a micro level, contextually, and sequentially sensitive analysis can yield.

The insights resulting from the application of this method to the case in ques-
tion are presented as a series of analyses of transcribed excerpts of selected parts
of the consultation. All examples have been translated from Danish to English as
accurately and close to the original as possible, while maintaining understandable
English. English glosses are rendered in bold types, with line numbers that cor-
respond to the Danish ones, but are marked with “a”.

Analyses

Case History
The patient (P) is a 58-year old woman with a complex history of illness. P is ac-
companied by her husband (SP). The following overview of P’s situation has been
pieced together on the basis of the talk that occurs during the consultation under
consideration. 24 years earlier, P was subject to a faulty operation in the back of
her neck, during which a nerve root was destroyed. P has since then suffered from
chronic pain and has been through several futile reoperations. In her mid-thirties
she therefore had to retire. As a result, P intensely distrusts the health care system
and its practitioners. P, however, also experiences other very bothersome symp-
toms, among them what she refers to as “flushings”. Flushing is symptomatic for
a range of conditions, and furthermore a cardinal symptom of carcinoid tumour.
When first mentioned to her former GP, this symptom occasioned a blood sample
to be taken. The sample revealed raised levels of serotonin, also a potential symp-
tom of cancer, and P was hospitalised acutely. Arriving at the hospital, P’s trauma
was revived and she felt unable to spend the night there. Disregarding the exhor-
tations of both her husband and the physician she walked out. Approximately 10
years later, a similar incident takes place. P, therefore, is caught in a paradoxical
situation, on the one hand anxious about the possibility of a carcinoid tumour,
and on the other hand too fearful of staying in a hospital long enough to have it in-
vestedigated. Along with the flushings, P furthermore complains of stomach-aches
and a devastating fatigue. Both are general symptoms, but are also interpreted by P and her husband to be indicative of a carcinoid tumour. Given that P has had these symptoms for the past 13 years, however, the GP has no doubt that carcinoid tumour is not the problem. For the GP, the purpose of the visit is to propose a thorough examination with an endocrinologist, whom GP has consulted prior to the consultation, in an attempt to definitively rule out the suspicion of cancer or other “hidden” diseases as a first step towards reattributing P’s understanding of her symptoms.

Presenting the Problem: Normal Person – Extreme Situation

As pointed out by Goffman (1959) there is an inescapable relation between presenting a problem and presenting yourself. P’s problem, the paradoxical situation in which she is stuck, is a challenge to her credibility: If she is seriously anxious about having a deadly cancer, why then, for all these years, has she not taken the necessary measures to have her symptoms diagnosed and possibly treated, however frightening the process of doing so may be? In a Parsonian perspective, P thus is perceivable as too willingly accepting the sick role in order to obtain its additional gains. Excerpt 1, in which P presents the problem, nicely illustrates this complexity. The analysis, however, will be restricted to dealing with two aspects: Firstly, the interactional work that P does to counter potential sceptical hearings of her problem, in other words her effort to be perceived as a morally sound and credible person, who does in fact fulfil the obligations of the sick role. Secondly, the analysis will address a recurrent feature of the interaction, namely the “ancillary questions” (Jefferson 1984) that the GP can be seen to pose throughout the interaction. Such questions have the potential to derail P from her present direction of talk, and furthermore are a way of avoiding to reciprocate the emotional content of an utterance (Heritage 2011).
Ex. 1 (Beginning of consultation)

1 GP: jaerh.
1a GP: Yeshh,
2 P: Gitte du s-jeg skrev det der til dig;
2a P: Gitte you w- I wrote that to you;
3 GP: ja,
3a GP: yes,
4 P: "hh å jeg tager det med å det gør
5 jeg fordi jeg- ellers så (...) er jeg ikke
6 sikker jeg kan huske hvad jeg skriver.
4a P: er m hh and I'm bringing it and I do
5a so because I- otherwise then (...) I am not
6a sure that I can remember what I write.
((13 lines omitted: P apologises for not showing up
for an earlier appointment))

7 P: ['hhh Så det som jeg skriver i det brev h[er,]
8 GP: [ja,]
7a P: [hhh So what I write in this letter h[ere,]
8a GP: [yes,]
9 P: at jeg ø:: 'hhhh ø::
10 Uagtet at jeg jo oss siger til dig=
11 =sammen altå (0.2) å det så min egen formulering
12 det jo ikk deres formulering,
13 det med at lede efter en nål i en høstak;
9a P: that I: u:: 'hhh u::
10a Notwithstanding that I also tell yu=
11a =oh but (0.2) and now that's my own formulation
12a it's #PR7# not their formulation,
13a the thing about looking for a needle in a haystack;
14 (.)
15 P: omkring (...) at ø jeg blir indlagt (...) ø:: for en
16 >carcenoid< tumor eller misstanke på en carcenoid tumor,
17 'hhh på grund af at man finder serotonin og gastrin
18 'hh i:: ø blod og urinprøver,
15a P: concerning (...) you may be hospitalized (...) u: for a
16a >carcinoid< tumor or suspicion of a carcinoid tumour,
17a 'hhh because that they find serotonin and gastrin
18a hh in: ex blood and urine samples,
19 (0.2)
20 P: å (...) det blir jeg indlagt skyt for
21 oveni kebet op til en weekend.
20a P: and (...) that I'm being hospitalized acutely for
21a on top of that right before a weekend.
22 GP: m::;
22a GP: m:[];
23 P: ['hhhh ø:mm HHH Å det har jeg så veret
24 inde å se på = journalen=,
25 =det står der oss derinde=,
26 =å så ku jeg jo så se der i to tusinde å seks,
27 'hhh at da det jo ò m meget galt ògen,
28 men da øflyser jeg jo å går min vej der[fra.
29 GP: [m::;
23a P: [hhh u:: HHH And that I have then been
24a to the e files to see=
25a =it also says so in there,
=and then I could see then in two thousand six,

hhh that then it's really wrong again,

but then I cancel and walk out of [there.

[m:::]

P: Å- ä det forhold sig sådan at

'hhhh at de to gange John ikke er der,

And- and the thing is that

hhh that the two times John is not there,

[0.4]

da det der jeg gør (...) da det der jeg (...) går;

then that's when I do (...) then that's when I (...) leave;

[0.2]

fordi jeg så Jeg ved så ka jeg gøre det;

because I then I know then I can do it;

[m:::]

P: [fordi ellers holder] han mig fast

fordi han siger jam

'hhhh Det vanSVÆrligt

å lægge siger det uansvarligt,

men når jeg er der alene så siger jeg

jam det ka godt være men [det mit]liv.

[m:::]

P: [because otherwise he] holds me to it

because he says well

'hhhh It's irresponsible

and the doctor says it's irresponsible,

but when I'm there alone then I say

well that might be so but [it's my] life.

[0.4]

P: Det ville han HO=

P: He wanted that HH=

=mia,

=mia,

[m:::]

P: Så derfor er John med i dag.

[m:::]

P: So that's why John has come along today.

[0.4]

P: Det ville han HH=

=mia,

=mia,

[Det vil jeg.]

[I want that.]

=mia,

[m:::]

P: 'hyyyy Fordi ş: >s ej ej<d<

Jeg er altså å det oss derfor hhh

-Jeg (er i) HHH er jo (...) ved gyd jeg ønsker

jo af hele mit hjerte- at der ved[gyd] ikke er

["m"]

P: 'hyyyy Because er >er ay ay<

I: am * I mean and that's also why hhh

-I (am in) HHH am #PR?# (...) by god I wish

#PR?# with all my heart- that by [god] there's no

[m:::]

P: no:get som helst tegn på at der er en tumor; hhh
P on her own account begins the interaction by summing up her history of illness. In so doing, she is reading out loud from a piece of paper, originally written as a letter to the GP (line 2), explaining that she otherwise cannot remember (lines 4-6). The obvious implication of this is that P’s condition is so severe as to cause memory problems. However, it simultaneously constructs her as a responsible person who is aware of her own problem and has taken measures to counter it.

P begins her problem presentation by accounting for not having shown up for a prior appointment with the GP because she was extremely tired that day. This passage has been omitted, not because it is irrelevant, but out of considerations for the focus and length of the data excerpt. P then initiates a story of an incident in the past of being acutely hospitalised for suspicion of cancer (lines 15-21). The reading out loud, maybe even citing from her own file (cf. lines 23-25), possibly explains P’s use of medical terms like “serotonin” and “gastrin” and (lines 17), along with other quite formal words such as “notwithstanding” (line 10). These technical terms not only point to her previous experience with the health care system, but also to her being knowledgeable about the implication of these words. In lines 26-28 P reaches a central part of her problem, i.e. her history of hospital desertion. From the perspective of optimally managing a potential cancer, P’s behaviour is hazardous and makes her appear careless and negligent of her own health. Her reported behaviour is morally accountable from a Parsonian perspective, and in lines 30-42, P delivers an account. This account, however, does not address the moral issues of her behaviour, but neutrally states that her husband’s absence makes it possible for her to walk out. In this account, both her husband and a physician are portrayed as external voices of reason and morality, labelling her walking out as “irresponsible”. While admitting that this might be so, P at the same time asserts the right to independently decide what is good for her (lines 38-42). She thus portrays herself as subject to a force, i.e. the fear, that is stronger and more dominating than the social notion of »responsible« or “morally appropriate” behaviour in relation to potential serious illness.
The GP’s response to P’s account in line 44, avoids picking up on both the anxiety of hospitals and the issue of moral misconduct. Rather, it transforms P’s preceding account to be an explanation for the husband’s presence in the consultation. It is hearable as an attempt by the GP to either involve the husband in the interaction or elicit an account for his presence, and therefore is not as such misplaced, but nevertheless tangential to the core components of P’s problem as she has just presented it. By phrasing it as a request for confirmation, the GP moreover reverts the interactional relevancies. Instead of responding to the emotional and moral aspects, which P’s emotionally loaded problem presentation invites, the GP makes it relevant for P or her husband to speak again, namely by confirming or disconfirming the GP’s interpretation. The work accomplished by the GP’s turn in line 44 is captured by the concept of “ancillary questioning”, i.e. questions that “[i]n addition to declining affiliative engagement with the experience described by the teller [...] also require that the teller address the agenda raised in the questioner’s question” (Heritage 2011, p. 164).

As can be seen from excerpt 1, the GP’s project is unsuccessful. The husband produces a confirming answer (line 48), which is potentially prefatory to an explanation of his presence. P however, takes the floor (line 50) and initiates what seems to be a continuation of the husband’s answer. As this turn progresses, we can see that its content is not about the husband’s presence, but in effect links further back in the conversation, namely to the issues of cancer, and indirectly also the moral issues described above. Looking in detail at lines 50-55, however, we see that P uses several dramatising expressions like »by god« and »with all my heart« and also the extreme case formulation »no sign whatsoever of a tumour« in lines 53-55 (Pomerantz 1986). Part of the turn, lines 52-53, furthermore, is spoken with a voice on the verge of crying (marked with ~). The format of this turn thereby conveys an impression of P as relating in a highly emotional way to the topic of cancer, and this would seem to counter the impression of the turn as a perfunctory statement. Through this turn design, P is not just claiming, but is in effect demonstrating, her perception of the sick role as undesirable. This turn, then, implicitly addresses the moral issues of non-cooperation and responsibility that were brought into play previously in the interaction, and that have been analysed above.

Excerpt 1, thus, shows P as preoccupied with displaying herself as a morally sound person, who shares the social norms pertaining to the sick role, while GP appears to be working to refocus P’s displays of anxiety and emotions.
Disrupted Life or Just Fatigue

In excerpt 2 below, P brings up a rather new symptom, namely fatigue. The ensuing analysis aims to point out two separate, but related aspects: Firstly, the rhetorical devices used by P to portray the severity of her fatigue and at the same time appear credible. Secondly, the different orientations by P and GP to the activity at hand: Whereas GP is narrowly focused on the mapping out of the onset, duration etc. of the symptom, P is preoccupied with displaying its extraordinary character and pervasive consequences for her life.

Ex. 2 (App. 3 minutes into consultation)
1 P: A så (...) har jeg den der frygtelige træthed,  
2 hjemme vi kan sidde å spise så falder jeg 
3 i søvn midt i vi spiser.  
1a P: And then (...) I have this terrible fatigue,  
2a ‘hh we can sit and eat and then I fall 
3a asleep in the middle of us eating.
4 GP: m:...  
4a GP: m:...  
5 P: å det har jeg altså (.). aldrig nogensinde  
6 prøvet før.  
7 ‘hh å det synes jeg er dybdt ubehageligt.  
5a P: and that I have really (.). never ever  
6a tried before.  
7a ‘hh and I find it deeply unpleasant.  
8 GP: Siger du dageligt om natten?  
8a GP: → Do you sleep badly at night?  
9 P: An det har jeg jo så gjort siden nattens og.  
9a P: Well that I have #PR# since nineteeneightynine.  
10 GP: ja...  
10a GP: yes...  
11 P: =altså jeg har (je-)  
12 GP: [det var akk s-du sover ikk  
13 vereslig s:ingere om natten [my end:  
14 P: [-hhhh  
11a P: =I mean I have (I-)  
12a GP: → it wasn’t l-you are not sleeping  
13a significantly worse at night [now than:  
14a P: [-hhhh  
15 (0.3)  
16 GP: Altså jeg prøver du ved å leder efte[r]  
17 P: [nej],  
18 GP: hvad er forskellen å hvornår er r (0.2) den  
19 forskel ’indtruffet’;  
20 P: [‘hh jeg v=ja=jam:  
21 ligge før jeg vil sige at j næsten sover l- ly meore.  
16a GP: → I mean I’m trying you know to look fell  
17a P: [no,  
18a GP: → what is the difference and when did (0.2) that  
19a difference ’happen’;  
20a P: [ ‘hh I w=ye=well:  
21a I would almost say that I almost sleep l- more,  
(9 lines omitted))  
22 P: A når jeg står op om morgenen så s-  
23 ‘hh så tenker jeg jan ”altså “
22a P: And when I get up in the morning then th-
23a "hh then I think oh 'whell."
24 (0.5)
25 P: du har bare lyst til at gå ind og gå i seng igen;
26a you just feel like going back to bed again;
26 GP: m[:; ]
27 P: [ådet] jo slet ikke mig;
28 fordi sån er jeg (jo) normalt slet ikke=
29 altâål jeg skal jo bare ud og ha gang i noget;
30 "hh fordi jeg skal endelig ikk sidde stille å:
31 GP: m[:;
] 27a P: [and that's] #PRT# not like me at all!
28a because I am (#PRT#) normally not at all like that=
29a =I mean I #PRT# just have to get out and do something;
30a "hh because I certainly will not sit still and:
31 (0.2)
32 P: [(så)
33 GP: [Men den træthed er ny,]
32a P: [(so)
33a GP: → [But that fatigue is new,
34 P: "hh den er ny=
35 =den er helt ny.
36a P: "hh it's new=
36a GP: it's completely new.
37 36a GP: [m:::] 37 P: [altså](.) Den har slet slet aldrig været der før;
38a P: [I mean] (.) It has never ever been there before;
38 P: "hhh Å den er der jo på den måde så jeg oven
39 i købet må sige nej til mine børnebørn;
40 =det jo det Aller,
38a P: "hhh And it's there #PRT# in a way so on top
39a of it all I have to say no to may grandkids,
40a =that's #PRT# the Very,
41 P: å jeg siger ikke hvorfor,
42 jeg siger nogen andre undskyldninger
43 [for at jeg ikk] kan,
44 GP: [m:::] 44a P: and I don't say why,
42a I say some other excuses
43a P: [why I] can't,
44a GP: [m:::] 45 GP: m[:::] 46 P: [ 'hh]Men jeg- jeg ka sidde og falar i søvn
47 (med dem) når jeg leger med dem; "altså"
48 GP: [m::::]
45a GP: m[:::] 46a P: [ 'hh.] But I- I can sit and fall asleep
47a (with them) when I play with them 'I [mean]
48a GP: [m:::] 49 (0.6) ((P shakes her head))
A recurring theme in P’s problem presentations is a contrast between a “before” and a “now” and on how the symptoms have disrupted her life and as a consequence her identity. In presenting the fatigue, P constructs the severity of the symptom by describing its present level as markedly worse than ever before (lines 5-6). When describing the pervasive effects of the fatigue on routine, mundane activities (lines 2-3, 22-25), P’s perspective is that of the *life world* (Mishler 1984). P’s rendering of the symptom has a distinct emotional component, displayed for instance in her use of negative descriptors (“terrible”, line 1, and “deeply unpleasant”, line 7). The GP, however, does not reciprocate the life world or the emotional content of P’s symptom presentation, but responds with a neutral, history taking question (line 8), which targets one potential explanation of the fatigue, i.e. lack of sleep. P’s answer (line 9) points to the irrelevance of the question, as it dismisses sleeping badly as something out of the ordinary, the implication being that this has been so for the past 21 years. In the ensuing interaction, then, the GP sustains her history-taking agenda, at first by rephrasing the question (lines 12-13) and subsequently by accounting for its relevance (lines 16-19). Even though P answers the question (lines 20-21 and in the 9 omitted lines), she does not display an orientation to the interaction as being about history taking. Rather, P expands her answer, at first by upgrading the severity of the fatigue (lines 22-25), and then through her report of feeling out of character (line 27). This report is substantiated by a characterisation of herself as someone who is usually very active and unable to just sit (lines 28-30).

The self-characterisation is not attended to by the GP, who instead resumes the history-taking agenda, indexing that she still does not have the information she is after (cf. the resuming “But” line 33). P does go along with the factual orientation in GP’s question, which she answers affirmatively (lines 34-35 and 37), only to immediately return to the life world perspective. This time she expands her response...
with a complaint about being unable to be with her grandchildren because of the fatigue (lines 38-40, 46-47). Again, P can be seen to set up a contrast between “before” and “now”, this time by portraying her present person as someone who, as a consequence of her symptoms, has become unable to fulfil a grandmother’s normal role. The involuntary nature of P’s condition is thus emphasised, and by implication, any unspoken assumptions that P is willingly accepting the sick role and its secondary gains (cf. Parsons 1951) are addressed. The scripting of her life and her identity as disrupted by the symptoms, a “biographical disruption”, serves to counter potential inferences of malingering (Horton-Salway 2001, p. 254). The GP in lines 51-52 reformulates P’s prior telling to be about “an entirely unnatural fatigue”. Although it recognises the extremity of P’s state, this formulation also filters away the emotional and identity issues of P’s problem and reinstates a clinical line of talk.

Summing up the analytic insights from excerpt 2 above, there is a misalignment between P and the GP regarding their different orientations to the activity in progress and to what constitutes relevant contributions to the interaction at this very point in the consultation. P’s effort to position herself as a morally legitimate person, uses as its vehicle a presentation style that centres on her own emotions and life world experiences in relation to the symptoms. The GP, on the contrary, is focused on the problem and its properties in its own right. Thus, while displaying sensitivity to the problem content of P’s symptom presentation, the GP can be said to disattend the emotional content of it. The participants’ different orientations are reflected in their turns at talk. The GP frames this part of the interaction according to the conventional pattern for the history-taking phase of a consultation, i.e. as a pursuit of clinically relevant information, typically in the form of repeated question-answer-receipt sequences (Mishler 1984; Frankel 1990). In excerpt 2, however, P is repeatedly breaking this “mould” by expanding her answers to the GP’s clinically focused questions with emotional and life world issues (Stivers & Heritage 2001).

Displaying Existential Suffering or Negotiating Future Action

One consequence of the above described misalignment is a resurfacing of problems and topics already addressed previously in the conversation. In the third, and last, example, the GP has suggested a plan for future action and is pursuing P’s accept of it. P, however, does not provide her accept, but returns to the issue already addressed earlier in the conversation, i.e. that of disrupted life. The aim of
the third analysis is to establish how the participants’ different orientations also affect the global course of the interaction and stand in the way of concerted progression. Furthermore, the analysis will address a not yet dealt with, but equally important aspect of P’s interactional project, namely to obtain recognition of her suffering from the GP.

Ex. 3 (App. 18 minutes into consultation)

1  GP:  mt ·hh fordi ↑Så tenker jeg så retter vi simpelthen
2     søgelyset imod (...) de symptomer som du har,
1a GP:  mt · hh because ↑Then I’m thinking then we simply direct
2a the searchlight towards (...) the symptoms that you have,
3     (0.4)
4  GP:  som fylder så meget.
4a GP:  that are so pervasive.
5     (0.2)
6  P:  "(ja),"
6a P:  "(yes),"
7     (0.3)
8  GP:  å så får vi en forklaring (...) å så sender han
dig tilbage til mig .
8a GP:  and then we get an explanation (...) and then he sends
9     you back to me.
9a P:  ↑h å de fylder meget fordi jeg ingen liv har mere.
10 P:  → ↑h and they are so pervasive because I have no
      life anymore.
10a P:  (0.2)
11 P:  "altså" jeg har ikk noget liv mere [je:g
12 P:  ↑I mean? I have no life anymore "I:"*
13 P:  ↑hh som jeg s’s til John jam altså
14 min dag den går med at jeg står op,
13a P:  ↑hh like I say to to John oh well
14a I spend my day getting up,
15     (0.2)
16 GP:  m:i:i:i
16a GP:  m:i:i:i
17 P:  s::mh
17a P:  u::mh
17b P:  (0.6)
18 P:  jeg tager nogen smertestillende piller=  
   =det plejer jeg altid at gøre,
19 P:  ↑h [plejer] å gå ind å lægge mig igen (...) en time,
20 GP:  [m: ]
21a P:  I take some painkillers=
21a I usually always do that,
21b P:  ↑h [usually] go and lie down again (...) an hour,
22a GP:  [m: ]
23     (1.6)
24 P:  Så står jeg ophh å tvinger mig selv til at stå op,
As mentioned in the case history, GP has talked to an endocrinologist prior to the visit, who has agreed to perform all the necessary tests in order to rule out cancer. In the interaction immediately preceding excerpt 3, the GP has introduced this plan. P, however, has not yet agreed, and in lines 1-4 of excerpt 3 we see the GP working to elicit acceptance of the plan by rephrasing the gist of it. P’s affirmation (line 6) is weak and ambiguous, and the GP therefore does another pursuit of
acceptance by further »selling« the plan in lines 8-9. In her response in line 10, P displays her orientation not towards providing accept, but towards talking about the consequences of her condition for her quality of life. This change of focus is initiated by P’s line 10, which is at once dramatically negative and calmly matter of fact. From line 12 to line 40, P unpacks this statement in a narrative detailing of the mundane activities that have come to consume all her energy and fill her days. Part of this detailing is a resumption of an issue already touched upon in excerpt 2, namely the temptation to just stay in bed. Here, however, the point is not to describe the overpowering character of the fatigue, but rather to emphasise how her joie de vivre has been severely reduced as a consequence of her worsened condition. The upshot of the narrative is delivered in line 43. Although it echoes the content of line 10, it makes relevant an entirely different type of response, i.e. one that recognises and reflects the tragic situation that P perceives herself to be in. Such recognition is not immediately forthcoming, and in line 46 P consequently upgrades the negative evaluation of her condition. GP, then, responds with an answer (line 47) that moderately reciprocates the emotional content of P’s complaint of essentially having nothing left to live for anymore.

In summary, the GP at this point in the interaction is oriented towards establishing an outcome with regard to future action. P, on the other hand, withholds her accept of the GP’s proposal, and instead returns to the topic of disrupted life and existential suffering. This is significant because of its placement in the interaction globally. P has disclosed her emotional distress on several occasions prior to this, but has received no recognition thereof from the GP. By readdressing the issue, this time around as a topic in its own right, and furthermore at a point when talk about future action projects the imminent closure of the encounter (Robinson 2003), P displays both the all-important status of this subject to her, and her insistence that the GP recognises her suffering.

Discussion

The analyses have been concerned with central passages from 3 different stages of the consultation, i.e. the initial presentation of the problem and its complex aspects, the mapping out of the symptoms per se, and finally the negotiation of future action. A recurrent feature in the analysed excerpts, and for the case in general, is the misalignment between the patient and the GP. Throughout the con-
sultation they display different orientations to what kind of activity is in progress at a particular point in time, and consequently to what constitutes a relevant contribution to this activity. The two orientations displayed by the patient and the GP can be characterised as a »troubles-telling« and a »service encounter« orientation respectively. These are distinct activities in that they set up entirely different interactional roles for the participants (Jefferson & Lee 1981, see above). The service encounter orientation is the default model for physician-patient interaction, at least in acute primary care. As described by Robinson (2003) the clear-cut distribution of roles clearly influences the structure of the interaction and results in the compartmentalisation of the clinical encounter in several, distinct phases, each of which has its own purpose, logic, and role distribution. Thus, the problem presentation phase is a place in the consultation “where patients are systematically given institutional licence to describe their illness in their own terms and in pursuit of their own agenda” (Robinson & Heritage 2006). In contrast, the activity of taking the history is typically controlled by the physician, and takes the form of question-answer sequences in which both the physician’s questions, but also the patient’s answers, are oriented towards enabling the diagnosis (Robinson 2003; Boyd & Heritage 2006). The latter are therefore designed to deliver no more than the relevant information. The physician and the patient conventionally display a common orientation to the treatment decision as the end goal of the encounter, the preceding phases being necessary steps in order to achieve this goal (Robinson 2003). Consequently, there is normally a shared orientation to the progression of the consultation, both locally, i.e. within the individual phases, and globally, i.e. progressing from one phase to the next.

It is, however, exactly this common orientation to the progression of the consultation that is absent in the case under consideration, and as a result, the orientation towards the conventional phases and furthermore the progression towards an outcome is only oriented to by the GP. As a consequence, the GP is consistently framing the talk within a particular format, whereas P is consistently breaking that format. This happens locally, as in excerpt 2, where P does answer the GP’s clinically focused questions, but consistently expands the answers and thus changes the focus to a life world perspective. But it also happens globally, as in excerpt 3, in which P cuts off the forward progression of the consultation by reintroducing a topic from an earlier part of the consultation. As a result, the consultation becomes a struggle over the right to define what the relevant activity is at a given point in the interaction, and the participants’ different orientations come to obstruct each other and stand in the way of concerted activity.
Although P’s style of communication could be seen as a strategic use of “psychosocial material” for pressuring the GP to some form of somatic intervention (Salmon & May 1995; Marchant-Haycox and Salmon 1997), we can be quite certain that this is not the outcome P is striving for here (see the patient’s case history above). One very salient project for P, however, is the search for legitimacy and recognition. Although patients’ pursuit of medical legitimacy has been described as a fundamental feature of primary care visits (Heritage & Robinson 2006), in the case of MUS, the issue of legitimacy is intimately linked with the social rights and obligations of being sick, as formulated by Parsons (1951). In the present case, the patient is “inoculating” her presentation of the problem against incredulous receptions of it by constructing an identity of moral and social normality. Her condition, on the other hand, she constructs as an overpowering and uncontrollable threat to that normality. Her suffering, therefore, is hearably not just physical, but also social and, last but not least, existential. The analysed excerpts clearly show P’s orientation to making her suffering on these multiple levels visible to and recognised by the GP. P’s return to the topic of disrupted life and existential suffering at the point when the consultation is projectably coming to and end, suggests her perception that these issues have not been dealt with or even acknowledged in any satisfactory way. Recognition on multiple levels, that is not just as legitimisation of the incumbency of the sick role, but also of one’s person as morally sound and normal would, thus, seem to be a crucial component in the notion of “emotional support”, which patients with MUS were found to have an increased need for, compared to other groups of patients (Salmon et al 2005). This furthermore puts the findings by Mik-Meyer and Obling (2012) into perspective. Having researched the self-reported reasoning processes applied by general practitioners in relation to MUS, Mik-Meyer & Obling find that both the presence of social problems and a »problematic personality« are used by the GPs as criteria for legitimising their classification of patients with medically unexplained complaints as ill (2012). The actual excerpts of an authentic interaction between a MUS patient and a GP exhibited in the present article demonstrate how the presentation of psychosocial problems can be part and parcel of the search for recognition and legitimacy. Together, these results point to the source of the GPs’ perception of MUS patients as also shaped by the social and interactional process of negotiating the sick role, which appears to be at the heart of this particular type of medical interaction. Revisiting the Parsonian concept of the sick role, it would, ironically, seem that the endeavour to obtain “conformity within the deviance of illness” (Varul 2010),
could be part of the explanation as to why some GPs perceive of MUS patients as difficult or as having a problematic personality.

The patient’s troubles-talk orientation that has been documented in the analysed interaction poses a dilemma for the GP. On the one hand, taking a service encounter approach enables the GP to avoid the pitfall of psychologising the patient (Åsbring & Närvänen 2002, Burbaum et al 2010) and instead maintain focus and direction in such a challenging encounter. On the other hand, the eschewal of emotional involvement with the patient also works to deny the patient the recognition and legitimacy that she is so obviously pursuing, thereby causing misalignment and a conversation which, like the one under consideration here, runs in circles. The lack of emotional involvement, thus, is not to be perceived of as an expression of the GP’s lack of empathy or ability to communicate empathically, but rather as one way of handling this dilemma. The analysed conversation highlights the inherent difficulties facing even the most empathic and engaged GP when communicating during consultations with MUS patients and the complex nature of this type of conversation.

The results of this article, furthermore, indicate that the interactional resources employed by the GP to implement the service encounter approach, i.e. ancillary questions and orientation towards outcome and progression are all too easily derived from, perhaps even facilitated by, the conventional consultation format, which GPs are trained to master and observe. However, the analytic pinpointing of authentic and recognisable instances of such resources as has been presented above, can therefore serve as a means to raising GPs’ awareness of particular interactional behaviours and their communicative consequences, both on their own and on the patients’ part.

The analyses and above considerations point to recognition and empathic communication as a key to the potentially problematic medical encounters with MUS patients. However, further microanalytic research is needed in order to explore actual instances of recognition and empathy being used in consultations about MUS. Such research would enable a comparison between the two approaches and their ensuing conversational results. Further research on authentic interactions with MUS patients thus is needed in order to advance our knowledge of how to enhance the management of MUS patients in terms of communication.
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Notes

1 However, the frequently used modal particle “jo” which indicates an expectation that the proposition in which it is embedded is shared knowledge (Heinemann, Lindström & Steensig 2011) has no verbatim translation in English, and therefore has been rendered as #PRT# in the English glossing.

2 This concept, originally coined by Husserl (1936), is here used in accordance with Mishler (1984), who, building on Habermas’ distinction between rational-purposeful and symbolic interaction (Habermas 1970) takes »the voice of the life world« to be the patients’ lived experiences of the mundane socio-cultural world that they inhabit, their own thoughts, emotions and of course symptoms. In opposition to this is »the voice of medicine«, i.e. the scientific and clinical approach to the symptoms that doctors represent. In his work on doctor-patient communication, a recurrent theme is the way in which the voice of medicine is found to suppress the voice of the life world (Mishler 1984).
Appendix: Transcription Conventions

Adapted from Jefferson (2004)

[ ] Overlapping speech
( ) Micro pause (less than 2 tenths of a second)
(0.4) Pause length (in whole and tenths of seconds)
= No break or gap between the utterances that it links
: Prolongation of immediately preceding sound
> < Faster than surrounding talk
< > Slower than surrounding talk
. Falling intonation
; Semi-falling intonation
, Flat (continuing) intonation
? Rising intonation
. Semi-rising intonation
↑↓ Arrows up or down indicate marked shifts in pitch (up or down)

And then Capital letter beginning a line indicate pitch reset
\_
\_ Lower volume than surrounding talk

\{\} Capital letters in words indicate higher volume
\underline{obvious} Underlined letters indicate a stressed syllable
(such) Doubt about the word(s) being said
( ) Something is being said, but it is not discernible to transcriber
(xxx) Indiscernible syllable(s) – if the number of syllables can be heard
((crying sniff)) Additional comments, e.g. about gestures etc.
d(h) /ead/ tired(h) = inserted laughter syllables
· hh Dot before one or more h’s indicate in breath
hh One or more h’s indicate out breath
· mfskh Dot before anything indicates vocalising on in breath, e.g. a sniff
£ Smiley voice/suppressed laughter
~ Tearful voice /suppressed crying
*for* Creaky voice
→ Left to right arrow is used to indicate places of interest for the
analysis

# PRT# This tag is by no means part of the Jeffersonian
conventions, but is used in the English glosses to indicate the presence of the particle
"jo" in the Danish utterance (see footnote 1 for the meaning of "jo")
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